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INKTMMICN Oí CATA SXRŒS 
;. .^ fational title oí source: Rilevazione delle Forze di lavoro 
General purpose; General survey of italian labour force as part of 
EEC/SOEC initiative 
Sponsor: ISTAT 
ï. Conducted by; ISTAT 
5. Frequency of collection; The survey is carried out quarterly (January, 
April, July and October) since 1977 
6. Population represented; Resident population living in the households 
excluding people temporarly emigrant abroad 
7. Sample size and method; Two-stage stratified sample, non self-weighting, 
with a sample size of 124.000 (in 1985) households, 
(see Eurostat - Labour Force Survey - Methods and 
definitions) 
S. Method oí obtaining datas Questionnaires 
9. Futm oi storage; Machine-readable in principle 
104 
10. BrploMTgnt 
10.1 demographic characteristics: sex, age, marital status 
10.2 employment status: Employed, unemployed, people in search of employment 
non labour forces. Self-employed/employee. Part-time/ 
Full-time (since 1984). Permanent/temporary 
10.3 industrial Classification: Economic activity branches (0-9) 
10.4. occupational classification: 
Self-employed: - entrepreneurs, professionals 
- independent workers 
- family aids 
Emloyee: - managers and directors 
- white-collar workers 
- blue-collar workers 
10.5. spatial classification: 4 geographical areas (North-West, North-East, 
Center, South) ;21 regions; type of municipality-:.2 (municipalities 
.with less than 20.000 dwellers, municipalities with at least 20.000 
dwellers,· municipalities with more than 10.000 dwellers) 
10.6. hours of work: average weekly hours in the first and in the eventual 
other jobs 
10.7 vocational training vwiist employed: some informations since 1984 
10.3 otherr - kind of activity (regular, casual, seasonal) 
- Place of work (municipalities, home) 
- Reasons for part-time work or temporary work 
li· Lhcrrplo>mgnt NO 
11.1 definition of unemployment: 
11.2 disaggregation of unemployment: 
11.3 nature of data * 
Special emoloMnent and training measures 
12.1 adults: I 
l some informations since 1984 
12.2 young people: 
105 
13. Mobility and turnover (only since 1982) 
13.1 job changing-(within employing organisation): some informations 
13.2 job changing (between employing organisations): s o m e informations 
13.3 inter-industrial: some informations 
13·* inter-occjpational: no 
13.5 spatial: no 
13.á movements into and out of the labour force: some informations 
1*. Other classifications of the sampled population 
1ft. I educational and vocational qualifications of labour force: yes 
I ft. 2 earnings: no 
1ft.3 income (personai/household): n o 
. 1ft.ft other: / 
I nr, 
ÜVF3MMICN CN CATA SCLFŒS 
\. rational title of source: Censimento Generale della Popolazione. Dati sulle 
caratteristiche strutturali dell ¿, popolazione e 
delle abitazioni 
General ouroose: General Census of population 
3. Sponsor: ISTAT 
¡i. Conducted by: ISTAT 
5. Frequency of collection: Every 10 years 
6. Population represented: All 
7. Sarrple size and method: 100% survey 
8. Method of obtaining datai Interviews and questionnaires 
9. Fui m of storage; ISTAT publications and machine readable form 
IO 
IO. BrploMTcnt 
10.1 démographie characteristics: sex, age, marital status 
10.2 employment status: Employed/Unemployed; people in search 
of first employment; non labour forces; self-employed/ 
employee 
10.3 industrial classification: 2-digits NACE classification 
10.4 occupational classification: Detail of professions based 
on ISTAT 3-digits professions classification. 
* Employees: · managers and.clerks 
•r- dependent workers 
* Self-employed: - entrepreneurs and professionals 
- independent workers 
- family aids 
10.5 spatial classification: data are available for Italy, 
Regions, Province and Municipalities 
10.6 hours of work: few informations 
10.7 vocational training whilst employed: NO 
10.S other: no 
11. LherrploMTgnt NO 
11.1 definition of unemployment: 
11.2 disaggregation of unemployment: 
11.3 nature of data ι 
12. Special crplovmrnt and training measures some informations about vocational 
training by class of age 
12.1 adults: 
12-2 young people: 
108 
13. Mobil i ty and turnover 
13.1 job changing (within employing o rgan i sa t i on ) : 
13.2 job changing (between employing organisa t ions) 
13.3 i n t e r - i n d u s t r i a l : 
13.ft in te r -occ jpa t iona l : 
13.5 s o a t i a l : 
13.6 movements into and out of the labour force: 
very few informations 
about changing 
between situation 
in 1976 and in 1981 
J 
lft. Other classifications of the sampled population 
1ft.I educational and vocational qualifications of labour force: yes 
lft.2 earnings: no 
lft.3 income (personai/household): no 
lft.4 other: / 
IOS 
IISF33M»JICN CN CATA SCLRŒS 
1. rational title of source: Censimento generale dell'industria, del commercio, 
dei servizi e dell'artigianato. Dati sulle carat-
teristiche strutturali delle imprese e delle unità 
locali 
2. Onerai purpose: Census of economie activities (industry, trade, services 
and handicraft) 
3. Sponsor: ISTAT 
ft. · Conducted by: ISTAT 
5. Frequency of collection: Every 10 years 
6. Population represented: All firms in Italy 
7. Sample size and method: 100% 
8. Method of obtaining data; Questionnaires 
9. Form of storage; Machine readable form and ISTAT publications 
110 
IO. Employment 
10.1 demographic characteristics: sex 
in.·» 0 2 employment status: self-employed/employee, part-time/full-time 
10.3 industrial classification: 4 digits NACE classification 
, - entrepreneurs, members of cooperatives 
10.ft occupational classification:. _· family aids 
- managers and white-collar workers 
- blue-collars workers 
10.5 spatial classification: Data are available for Italy, Regions, Province 
and Municipalities 
10.6 hours of work: no 
10.7 vocational training whi1st employed: no 
10.S other: Seasonal workers 
11 * l>>emplo>ment NO 
11.1 definition of unemployment: 
11.2 disaggregation of unemployment: 
11.3 nature of data » 
Special qrolownent and training measures NO 
12.1 adults: 
12.2 young people: 
Ill 
uVFO^ATICN CN CATA 5CLRŒS 
ï. *fetional title of source: Fatturato, prodotto lordo e investimenti delle 
imprese industriali 
2. General purpose: Survey on firms with more than 20 employees 
3. Sponsor : ISTAT 
ft. Conducted by: ISTAT 
5. Frequency of collection: Annually since 1973 
6. Population represented: Dependent employment in industrial firms with more 
than 20 employees 
7. Saro le size and method: 
2. Method of obtaining data; Questionnaires directed to all industrial firms with 
more than 20 employees 
9· Form of storage; ISTAT publications 
112 
10. BrploMTent 
10.1 demographic c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s : 
10.2 employment s t a t u s : 
10.3 industrial classification: 3-digits NACE classification 
10.ft occupational Classification: --managers and clerks 
- blue-collar workers and apprentices 
10.5 spatial classification: Regions 
10.6 hours of work: 
10.7 vocational training whi1st employed: 
10.S other: 
11· IJherrploMTgnt N 0 
11.1 definition of unemployment: 
11.2 disaggregation of unemployment: 
11.3 nature of data * 
Special employment and training measures " NO 
12.1 adults: 
12.2 young people: 
113 
13. Mobility and turnover NO 
13.1 job changing (within employing o rgan i s a t i on ) : 
13.2 job changing (between employing o r g a n i s a t i o n s ) : 
13.3 i n t e r - i n d u s t r i a l : 
13.ft in ter -occupat ional : 
13.5 s p a t i a l : 
13.6 movements into and out of the labour force : 
lft. Other c l a s s i f i ca t ions of t he sanol ed population 
lft.1 educational and vocational q u a l i f i c a t i o n s of labour force : 
lft. 2 earni ngs'c 
informations on wages and social 
security contributions 
lft.3 income (personal/household): 
lft.ft other: 
114 
IN%3M«TICN CN CATA SCLRCS 
1. tetíonal title of source: Annuario di contabilità nazionale 
2. General Durpose: Employment estimates "consistent" with 
national accounts 
sponsor : ISTAT 
ft. Conducted bv; ISTAT 
5. Frequency of collection: E v e ry v e a r 
6. Population represented: Average yearly employment (excluding people 
in compulsory military service) 
Sanóle size and method: 
8. Method of obtaining data: 
Data taken from Labour Force Survey, General 
Censuses, survey of employees performed by 
Ministry of Labour and Social Security and 
other sources (INPS, INAM, INAIL), ISTAT an-
nual survey of Value Added of Manufacturers 
9. Futin of storage: ISTAT publication 
115 
10. Employment 
10.1 demographic characteristics: N 0 
1C.2 employment status: Self-employed/Employee 
10.3 industrial classification: SEC classification 
10.ft occupational classification: NO 
10.5 spatial classification: NO 
10.6 hours of work: NO 
10.7 vocational training whilst employed: NO 
10.S other: 
11 - Unemployment NO 
11.1 definition of unemployment: 
11.2 disaggregation of unemployment: 
11.3 nature of data ; 
12- Special employment and training measures NO 
12.1 adults: 
12.2 young people: 
116 
ire3MMICN CN CATA SCLFCZS 
1. tetional title of source: Rilevazione trimestrale Ministero del Lavoro 
General purpose: Survey 'of employment in industrial firms with more than 50 
employees 
t <; ponsor: Government 
ft- Conducted bv: Ministery of Labour and Social Security 
5. Frequency of collection: Quarterly 
6- Population represented: All employees in industrial firms with more than 
50 employees 
7. Sample size and method: 
8. Method of obtaining data 
9· Form of storage: 
117 
10. Employment 
10.1 demographic characteristics: 
10.2 employment status: 
10.3 incustrialclassification: ISTAT classes and groups 
10.ft occupational classification: Employees - white-collar workers 
- blue-collar workers 
10.5 spatial classification: Regions 
10.6 hours of work: Annual hours, average daily hours (only for blue-collar 
workers) 
10.7 vocational training whilst employed: 
10.S other: 
11. Unemployment NO 
11.1 definition of unemployment: 
11.2 disaggregation of unemployment: 
11.3 nature of data ι 
12- Special employment and training measures NO 
12.1 adults: 
12.2 young people: 
118 
13. Mobility and turnover Labour turnover rates by branches of industry, by 
causes, and by size of establishments 
13.1 job changing (within employing organisation): 




13.6 movements into and out of the labour force: 
lft. Other classifications of the sampled population 
lft.1 educational and vocational qualifications of labour force: 
lft.2 earnings: Average hourly and .monthly earnings of industrial 
workers 
lft.3 income (personal/household): 
lft. ft other: 
119 
U<K3^ATICN CN CATA SCLRŒS 
I. rational title of source: Indagine sull'andamento occupazionale dell'industria 
in Emilia Romagna 
General ouroose: Survey on occupation in Emilia Romagna's manufacturing and 
building industries 
3. Sponsor: 
- Federazione dell'industria Emiliano-Romagnola 
- Associazioni e Unioni Industriali dell'Emilia Romagna 
- Intersind Emilia Romagna 
- ASAP Emilia Romagna 
ft. Conducted by: 
5. Frequency of collection: Annually since 1978 . 
6. Population represented: Manufacturing and building employees in Emilia 
Romagna 
7. Sample size and method: 
Questionnaires sent to firms registered 
with Industrial Associations in Emilia 
8. Method of obtaining data; ( Romagna. 
The questionnaires sent were 3991, the 
answers 1642 
9. Futm of storage; Publication 
120 
10. Employment 
10.1 demographic characteristics: sex, age 
10.2 employment status: . employees 
10.3 industrial classification: 13 industries 
10.4 occupational classification: 1984 hirings detailed by nearly 120 
clerical or manual professions 
Managers/White-collar workers/Blue-collar workers (skilled, 
qualified and common) 
10.3 spatial classification: Emilia-Romagna and its "province" 
10.6 hours of work: NO 
10.7 vocational training whilst employed: NO 
10.5 other: informations on forecasts of hirings and dismissals 
11. Unemployment NO 
11.1 definit ion of unemployment: 
11.2 disaggregation of unemployment: 
11.3 nature of data ; 
12- Special employment and training measures NO 
12.1 adults: 
12.2 young people: 
121 
iN^EMMTCN CN CATA SCUFŒS 
1. rational title of source: L'occupazione nell'industria lombarda. 
Situazione, caratteristiche, previsio-
ni. 




Federazione Regionale fra le Associa 
zioni Industriali della Lombardia. 
Intersind (delegazione per la Lombar 
dia) 
5. Frequency of collection: Annually since 1972 
6. Population represented: Employees in Lombardia's manufacturing 
7. Sample size and method: 
2. Method of obtaining datas 
J 
Questionnaires sent to manufacturing 
firms registered with Lombard 
industrial Associations 
9. Fut m of storagt Publication 
122 
10. Employment 
10.1 demographic characteristics: Sex, age 
10.2 employment status: Full time / Part time 
10.3 industrial Classification:, n manufacturing industries 
10.ft occupational classification: Nearly 200 professions. 
Managers/White-collar workers/Blue-collar workers/Apprentices 
Lombardia and its "province" 10.5 spatial classification: 
10.o hours of work: yes 
10.7 vocational training whi1st employed: yes 
10.3 other: Informations on positions/professions for which a shortage is 
recognized. 
Informations on forecasts for hirings and dismissals. 
11· Unemployment Detailed informations about workers in temporary lay-off 
(Cassa Integrazione Guadagni) 
11.1 definition of unemployment: 
11.2 disaggregation of unemployment: 
11.3 nature of data ι 
Special employment and training TP^Tvires NO 
12.1 adults: 
12-2 young people: 
123 
uNFCSNATIGN CN CATA SOJCES 
1. rational title of source: Domanda di lavoro qualificato 
2. General purpose: Survey on skilled jobs requests from private industry 
and public administration 
3. f Sponsor: ISFOL, "Istituto per lo sviluppo della formazione professionale dei 
lavoratori", Unioncamere, Centro per la statistica aziendale 
ft. I Conducted bv; 
5. Frecuencv of collection: in theory annually 
6. Population represented: Skilled personnel hired by private industry and 
Public Administration 
7. Sanóle size and method: 
For private industry the survey is based on 
skilled jobs demand from economic notices in 
8. Method of obtaining data; · j ; a The demand from Public Administration is examined 
from the analysis of public contests 
9. Form of storage; ISFOL publication 
124 
10. Employment 
10.1 demographic characteristics: educational level 
10.2 employment status: 
10.3 industrial classification: Textile, chemical and metal manufacture, 
buildings, services (for private sector) 
Different administrations (for public sector) 
10.ft occupational classification: Professions (ISTAT classification) 
ons 10.5 spatial classification: Regi 
10.6 hours of work: 
10.7 vocational t ra in ing whi1st employed: 
10.S o t h e r : 
11 · Unemployment NO 
11.1 def in i t ion of unemployment: 
11.2 disaggregation of unemployment: 
11.3 nature of data ι 
Special employment and training measures NO 
12.1 a d u l t s : 
12-2 young people: 

STATISTICAL ANNEX 
,,Tab· A1 E BP l oy e n t by «cono«ic »ctlvlty branches (National Accounts) 1960-1984. Self-emploved/Emplovee (thousands) 
ISEO-








Distributive trade, hotels 
and catering 
Transport and communication 
Banking and insurance 
Other services 




















































3370,6 4862,0 69,3 
1161,3 7242,2 16,0 
4,6 156.5 2,9 
20,8 4195,4 885,5 5080.9 17,4 
271,2 2004,8 13,5 
2515.4 5162,9 48,7 
1903.5 3104,4 61,3 
256,5 .965,5 26,6 
2,5 180,3 1,4 
352,9 912,7 38,7 
1970 
TOT % 
8536,7 18423,5 46,3 10219.8 7047,3 17267.1 40.8 10736.2 6269,3 17005.5 
1204,9 2400,1 3605,0 
6590,3 1102,7 7693.0 
171,2 4,2 175,4 

































NON MARKETED SERVICES 
Public Administration 



















T O T A L 11987,5 8536.7 20524,2 41,6 12556,9 7047.3 19604,2 35,9 13338,7 6269.3 19608.0 32,0 
A « employee 
Β = self-employed 
SOURCE: ISTAT, national Accounts. 
T a b· A 1 ggJEÍggJgíit by economic activity branches (National Accounts) 1960-1984. Self-emploved/Employee (thousands) 
1971 1972 1973 
TOT 
MARKETED COMMODITIES 
•AND ^ SERVICES 
Agriculture, forestry and 
fishing 
Industry 




Distributive trade, hotels 
and catering 
Transport and communication 











TOT Β TOT 
Β 
10696,2 6093,1 16789,3 36,3 10673,1 
TOT 
5811,2 16484,3 35;3 
TOT 






















































































NOH MARKETED SERVICES 2708,8 
Public Administration 2235,7 
















T O T A L 13405,0 6093.1 19498.1 31.2 13497.0 5811,2 19308.2 30.1 13720.0 5737,7 19457.7 29.5 
A = employee 
Β = self-employed 
SOURCE: ISTAT, National Accounts. 
MARKETED COMMODITIES 
AND SERVICES 
•T"b· A 1 Employment by economic activity branches (National Accounts) 1960-1984. Self-employed/Employee (thousands) 
1974 
15Z5 . 1976 
A B T0T tor X A Β ' TOT -J. « A E T0T 









Distributive trad«, hotels 
and catering 
Transport and communication 




















































































1147,0 1873,0 3020,0 62,0 
6548,9 1002,2 7551,1 13,3 
187,4 4,1 191,5 2,1 
4905.5 735,4 5640,9 13,0 
1456,0 262,7 1718,7 15,3 
3318.6 2865.1 6183,7 46,3 
1422.7 2075,0 3497,7 59.3 
873,6 289,6 1163,2 24.9 
278,0 3,0 281,0 1.1 
744,3 497,5 1241,8 40,1 
rv) 
-J 
NON MARKETED SERVICES 3049,3 
Public Administration 2568,0 
















O T A L 14023,0 5755,0 19778,0 29.1 14101,0 5725,0 19826,0 28.9 14234.7 5740.3 19975.0 28,7 
A = employee 
B ■= self-employed 
SOURCE: ISTAT, National Accounts. 
T a b· A1 Employment by economic activity branches (National Accounts) 1960-1984. Self-employed/Employee (thousands) 




Agriculture, forestry and 
fishing 
Industry 




Distributive trade, hotels 
and catering 
Transport and communication 
Banking and insurance 
Other services 
4910.3 
TOT TOT TOT TOT \ TOT 
11135.1 5738,0 16873,1 34.0 .11153,8 5804,4 16958,2 34.2 11317,3 5777,0 17094,3 33,8 



































































































NON MARKETED SERVICES 3278,9 
Public Administration 2819,0 
















T O T A L 14414,0 5738.0 20152,0 28,5 14492,6 .5804,4 20297,0 28,6 14720.3 5777,0 20497,3 28,2 
A « employee 
Β = self-employed 
SOURCE: ISTAT, National Accounts. 
T * b · A 1 l 5 E Î 3 g S S Î by economic ac t iv i ty branches (National Accounts) 1960-1984. Self-employed/Employee (thousands) 
¿252 i » ? ! 1982 
MARKETED COMMODITIES 
AND SERVICES 
Agriculture, forestry and 
fishing 
Industry 




Distributive trade, hotels 
and catering 
Transport and communication 
Banking and insurance 
Other services 
TOT 

























































5836,3 17248,2 33,8 11352,0 5816,0 17168,0 33,9 







































NON MARKETED SERVICES 3440,0 
Public Administration 2954,0 
















T O T A L 14855.9 5807,0 20662,9 28.1 14923.9 5836.3 20760.2 28.1 14912.0 5816.0 20728.0 28.1 
A * employee 
Β = self-employed 
SOURCE: ISTAT. detonai Accounts. 





Agriculture, forestry and 
fisr.ir.g 
Indusxrv 




Distributive trade, hotels 
and catering 
Transport and communication 
Banking and insurance 
Other services 
11192,0 5955,0 17147,0 























11101,0 6092,0 17193,0 35,4 








































1 , 0 
37,5 
ω o 














14806,0 5955.0 20761.0 28.7 14734,0 6092,0 20826,0 29,3 
<-. « enpioyee 
- * self-enpiove: 
;:U?.;E: :«.?;-, ,<ttic.-.*; A ccounts. 
Tab. A2 
Shares of employment and of value added by sector (1960-1984) 
1 9 6 0 
AGRICULTURE 
INDUSTRY 




- Distributive trade, 
hotels 
- Transport and comunication 
- Banking, insurance, 
business services 
- Public services and other 






1 9 6 5 
(A) (B) 
% % 
1 9 7 0 
(A) (B) 
% % 
1 9 7 5 
(A) (B) 
% % 
1 9 8 0 
(A) (B) 
% % 
1 9 8 4 
(A) (B) 
% % 
3 1 , 5 11 ,4 2 4 , 8 1 0 , 0 18 ,4 8 ,1 1 5 , 3 7 , 5 13 ,4 6 , 8 11 ,6 
10 ,2 1 4 , 3 11 ,9 1 2 , 9 1 3 , 3 1 1 , 1 1 5 , 9 1 1 , 7 16 ,6 10 ,4 17 ,4 
6,7 
3 3 , 7 37 ,6 3 6 , 9 3 9 , 0 3 9 , 3 4 2 , 6 3 8 , 0 4 0 , 5 3 6 , 7 4 2 , 3 3 3 , 3 40 ,4 
0 , 7 
2 4 , 1 
8 ,9 
3 4 , 7 
1 4 , 5 
3 ,9 
6 , 1 
4 , 3 
23 ,4 
9 ,9 




0 , 8 
2 5 , 9 
10 ,2 ' 
3 8 , 2 
1 5 , 8 
4 , 9 
5 ,6 
4 . 9 
2 5 , 1 
9 , 0 




0 , 9 
2 8 , 0 
10 ,4 
4 2 , 4 




2 8 , 8 
8 , 3 
4 9 , 3 
1 5 , 5 
6 , 1 
16 ,6 
0 , 9 
2 8 , 3 
8 ,8 
4 6 , 6 
1 7 , 7 
5 ,7 
7 , 3 
5,2 
2 8 , 4 
6 ,9 
5 2 , 0 
1 6 , 0 
6 ,6 
1 7 , 7 
0 , 9 
2 7 , 4 
8 ,4 
5 0 , 0 
1 8 , 8 
5 ,9 
8 ,7 
4 , 9 
3 1 , 3 
6 , 1 
5 0 , 9 
1 6 , 3 
6 , 8 
17 .4 
0 ,9 
2 4 , 5 
7 ,9 
5 4 , 9 




3 0 , 0 
5 ,8 





T O T A L 100 ,0 100 ,0 100 ,0 100 ,0 100 ,0 100 ,0 1 0 0 , 0 100 ,0 100 ,0 1 0 0 , 0 100 ,0 100,0 
SOURCE: ISTAT, National Accounts, 
(A) Employment. 
(B) Value Added, 
Tab.A3 Average Labour Productivity 1960-1984 (Lire 1970) 
19 6 0 1 9 6 5 1 9 7 0 1 9 7 5 1 9 8 0 1 9 8 4 
AGRICULTURE 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.8 2.1 2.5 
INDUSTRY 
- Energy and water 
- Manufacturing 
- Building 
2.0 2.5 3.5 3.8 4.8 5.1 
0 . 9 
1.7 
2 . 0 
14.8 
2 . 3 
2 . 1 
19.8 
3 . 3 
2 .6 
20.1 
3 . 6 
2 . 8 
21.8 




3 . 1 
SERVICES 
- Distributive trade, hotels 
- Transport and comunication 
- Banking, insurance, business 
services 
- Public services and other 
non marketed services 
2.6 3.2 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.0 
1.6 
2 . 6 
5 .1 
2 . 5 
2 . 3 
2 . 9 
7 .4 
2 . 6 
2 . 9 
3 .8 
8 .0 
2 . 7 
3 .2 
4 . 2 
8 . 7 
2 . 6 
3 . 6 
4 . 9 
8 .4 
2 . 6 
3 .4 
5 .1 
7 . 3 
2 . 6 
ω 
T O T A L 1.8 2.4 3.2 3.6 4.2 4.2 
SOURCE: ISTAT, National Accounts, 
Tab. A4 
Employment by economic activity branches (National Accounts) 1960-1984. Self-employed 
AGRICULTURE 
INDUSTRY 




- Distributive trades, hotels ... 
- Transport and communication 
- Banking, insurance, business services 
- Public services and other non 














Share of total employment (%) 

























































SOURCE: National Accounts 
Tab. A5 










































Tab. A6 Employment by educational level (1977-1980-1985) 
AGRICULTURE INDUSTRY SERVICES 




WHOLE ECONOMY PERCENTAGE CHANGES 1977-1985 
1977 1980 1985 1977 1980 1985 1977 1980 1985 1977 1980 1985 AGR. IND. SER. TOT. 
90.1 84.9 77.4 
7.7 11.7 17.8 
1.9 3.0 4.2 
0 .3 0.4 0.7 
62.7 54.8 45.2 
27.4 33.0 39.9 
8.6 10.7 13.3 
1.3 1.4 1.6 
42.1 35.8 27.3 
29.9 32.8 ,34.8 
19.9 22.7 27.7 
8.1 . 8.7 10.2 
57.5 50.2 38.8 
25.5 29.4 34.6 
12.7 15.5 20.3 
4 .3 4 .9 6 .3 
-37 .4 -35 .3 -18 .9 -30 .3 
+ 6 9 . 7 +30 .8 +45 .4 +40 .6 
+ 5 7 . 4 +39.9 +73 .9 +64 .9 
+ 5 0 . 0 +14 .1 + 5 6 . 3 + 5 1 . 3 ω 
σι 
TOTAL 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 -27.1 -10.1 +24.9 + 3.4 
SOURCE: ISTAT, Labour Force Survey. 
Tab. A7 









Managers and white- Blue-collar 
collar workers workers 
TOTAL 
N. % N. % N. % 
'Illiterates or without primary school 7 
Primary school 83 
Middle school 101 
Secondary school 221 








12.0 2.200 51.2 
14.6 1.324 30.8 
9.5 
1.1 
85 7.7 13 0.2 455 5.4 
13 1.2 953 15.5 
877 
10 0.1 1.303 
4.2 
435 39.4 420 6.8 4.033 47.5 7.171 34.6 
422 38.2 1.756 28.5 3.573 42.1 7.177 34.6 
149 13.5 3.015 49.0 423 5.0 4.214 20.3 
6.3 
ω σι 
TOTAL 691 100.0 4.295 100.0 1.104 100.0 6.157 100.0 8.495 100.0 20.742 100.0 
SOURCE: ISTAT, Labour Force Survey 
Tab. A8 









more than 70 
Agricul ture 
9 . 1 
6 .9 
6 . 7 





































T O T A L 11.1 33.2 55.7 100.0 
SOURCE: ISTAT," Labour Force Survey 
Tab.Λ 9 Employment by broad industry sector and sex. Full-time/Part-time. 1983-1984-1985 
Agri cuJ ture 
M F TOT 
Levels (thousands) 
i 
Industry Services Whole economy 



















5593 1634 7227 6615 3652 10266 13665 5966 19631 
81 104 185 120 318 439 335 617 952 
52G7 1547 6814 6831 3783 10614 13491 5931 J 9422 
113 115 228 177 385 562 478 741 1219 
1985 
Full-time 1328 578 1906 
Part-time 157 234 390 
5160 1506 6666 7056 3942 10998 13544 6026 19570 





M F TOT 
91.6 77.8 86.7 
8.4 22.2 13.3 
Share of total (Χ) 
Industry Services 
M F TOT M F TOT 
Whole economy 
M F TOT 
98.6 94.0 97.5 98.2 92.0 95.9 97.6 90.δ. 95,4 
1.4 6.0 2.5 1.8 8.0 4.1 2.4 9.4 4.6 
19B4 




11.9 28.8 17.7 
Full-time 89.4 71.2 83.0 
Part-time 10.6 28.8 17.0 
97.9 93.1 96.8 97.4 90.7 95.1 96.6 88.9 94.1 
2.1 6.9 3.2 2.6 9.3 4.9 3.4 11.1 5.9 
97.9 92.6 96.7 97.6 91.3 95.2 96.8 89.2 94.3 
2.1 7.4 3.3 2.4 8.7 4.8 3.2 10.8 5.7 
SOURCE: ISTAT, Labour Force Survey 
Tab. AIO 
Persons in employment by age classes: or by economic activity sector and by type of activity (temporary or permanent 
work), 1985 (%) 















>50 Agriculture Industry Services 
22.9 
25.0 






T O T A L 20.742 100.0 25.5 51.5 23.0 1 1 . 1 33.2 55^7 
SOURCE: ISTAT, Labour Force Survey 
ω 
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Tab.All Reasons for working part-time by sexand age class - 1985 (%) 
Sex Age class 
M F TOT 14-29 30-49 more 
than 50 
Part-time job because: 
person is undergoing school 
education or training 5.4 2.3 3.5 10.5 1.1 0.3 
- of own illness or disability 8.2 3.6 5.3 2.7 3.7 9.8 
person could not find a 
full-time job 41.5 32.1 35.6 54.2 36.1 18.4 
person did not want 
a full-time job 19.0 26.3 26.1 15.0 35.1 35.4 
- of other reasons 25.9 26.3 26.1 17.7 24.0 36.2 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
SOURCE: ISTAT, Labour Force Survey. 
Tab. A12 
Total and part-time workers. Percentages by class of age and by broad industry sector (1985) 
Age classes Sector 

















SOURCE: ISTAT , Labour Force Survey 
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Tab. A13 Persohs in employment by professional status and full-time/part-time 
1983 (%) 













Tab. A14 Persons in employment 
economic activity sec 
professional status -








more than 46 
with only one job during 














































TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

































TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 
SOURCE: ISTAT, Labour Force Survey 
Tab. A15 
Male employment by occupations 1971-1981 (thousands) 
Education professions 
Literary, artistic, sports occupations 
Health professions 
Jurists 
Agromonist, veterinariaus, biologists 
Engineers, scientists, technicians 
Statisticians, economists, accontante 
Production supervisors and general foremen 




Operatives (skilled and unskilled) 
in all manufacturing activities 
Operatives in building industry 
Sales, catering and lodging services occupations 
Transport occupations 
Services occupations 





























































9 8 1 




























































































T O T A L 13754 100.0 13585 100.0 - 169 1.2 
(») "Other professions» includes: workers in religion, members of the Armed 
workers. Forces; protective services 
SOURCE: ISTAT, Census of Population. 
Tab. A16 
Female employment by "occupations 1971-1981 (thousands) 
1 9 7 1 1 9 8 1 
Education professions 
Literary, artistic, sports occupations 
Health professions 
Jurists 
Agronomist, veterinarians, biologists 
Engineers, scientists, technicians 
Statisticians, economists, accontante 
Production supervisors and general foremen. 




Operatives (skilled and unskilled) 
in all manufacturing activities 
Operatives in building industry 
Sales, catering and lodging services occupations 
Transport occupations 
Services occupations 
























• · a 
0.1 










































































































T O T A L 5079 100.0 6661 100.0 + 1582 + 31.1 
(») "Other professions" includes: workers in religion, members of the Armed Forces; protective services 
workers. 
SOURCE: ISTAT. Census of Population, 
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Tab. A17 Employment by occupations, 1971-1981 (male/female shares! 
1 9 7 1 1 9 8 1 
M F M 
Education professions 
Literary, artistic, sports occupations 
Health professions 
Jurists 
Agronomist, veterinarians, biologists 
Engineers, scientists, technicians, 
Statisticians, economists, accontants 
Production supervisors and general foremen 




Operatives (skilled and unskilled) 
in all manufacturing activities 
Operatives in building industry 
Sales, catering and lodging services occupations 
Transport occupations 
Services occupations 
Other professions (*) 
T O T A L 73.0 27.0 67.1 32.9 
(*) "Other professions" includes: workers in religion, members of the Armed Forces; 














9 7 . 5 







3 . 7 
9 . 8 
2 . 6 
5 . 6 
8 . 0 





2 . 5 
36 .9 
1.4 
4 9 . 1 
0 . 5 
27 .3 
70 .0 
4 7 . 8 
90 .0 
7 9 . 5 
94 .2 
78 .6 
8 6 . 1 
8 6 . 7 
57 .9 
5 4 . 1 




9 7 . 5 






20 . 5 








4 . 1 
42 .0 
2 . 5 
54.2 
1.4 
SOURCE: ISTAT, Census of Population. 
Tab. ftl8Employment by occupations and professional status. 1981 (thousands). 
SELF-EMPLOYED EMPLOYEE TOTAL 
Education professions 
Literary, artistic, sports occupations 
Health professions 
Jurists 
Agronomist, veterinarians, biologists 
Engineers, scientists, technicians 
Statisticians, economists, accontants 
Production supervisora and general foremen 




Operatives (skilled and unskilled) 
in all manufacturing activities 
Operatives in building industry 
Sales, catering and lodging services occupations 224 
Transport occupations 
Services occupations 
Other professions (*) 






























































































































































































































































































(·) "Other professions" includes: workers in religion, members of the Armed Forces; protective servi ces workers. 
SOURCE: ISTAT, Census of Population. 
Tab. A19 
Employment by -occupations and agg classes, 1981 
Education professions 
Literary, artistic, sporti occupations 
Health professions 
Jurists 
Agronomists, veterinarians, biologists 
Engineers, scientists, technicians 
Statisticians, economists, accontants 
Production supervisors and general forenen 




Operatives (sullied and unskilled) 
in all manufacturing activities 
Operatives ir. building industry 
Sales, catering an¿ lodging services occupations 
Transport occupations 
Services occupations 
Other professions f·< 
7 C T A I 
14-19 
0 . 6 
4 . 3 
1 .1 
-
0 . 7 
0 . 7 
0 . 5 
1 . 2 
0 . 3 
1.7 
4 .0 
3 . 8 
20-24 
5 . 2 
13.0 
8 . 5 
0 . 9 
7 . 2 
9 . 6 
6 . 2 
8 . 3 
3 . 0 
13.0 
15 .0 










6 . 7 
17.3 
18.0 
7 . 3 
3 0 - 3 9 
3 8 . 4 
' 2 8 . 4 
3 4 . 1 
2 4 . 3 
3 0 . 7 
3 6 . 5 
3 4 . 8 
3 5 . 8 
2 5 . 8 
3 2 . 3 
2 9 : 5 
1 7 . 9 
AGE 
4 0 - 4 9 
2 2 . 7 
2 0 . 4 
1 9 . 9 
2 5 . 9 
1 6 . 2 
■ 1 8 . 1 
2 2 . 4 
2 4 . 6 
3 2 . 9 
2 0 . 9 
1 9 . 6 
2 8 . 2 
CLASSES 
5 0 - 5 9 
1 4 . 7 
1 3 . 5 
1 3 . 7 
2 2 . 6 
1 8 . 4 
1 2 . 5 
1 3 . 6 
1 4 . 1 





2 . 9 
2 . 0 
2 . 2 
7 . 1 
3 . 9 
1 . 6 
3 . 8 
0 . 9 
4 . 2 
1.5 
1.3 
4 . 1 
65-69 
0 . 8 
0 . B 
1 .4 
5 . 0 
1 . 2 
0 . 5 
2 . 5 
0 . 1 
2 . 5 
0.2 
0 .3 
2 . 1 
■ore than 70 
0 . 2 
0".6 
1 .0 
3 . 5 
0 . 5 
0 . 4 
2 . 0 
0 . 1 
1 .9 
0 . 2 
0 . 2 
1 .3 
TOTAL 
1 0 0 . 0 
1 0 0 . 0 
1 0 0 . 0 
1 0 0 . 0 
1 0 0 . 0 
1 0 0 . 0 
1 0 0 . 0 







8 , 4 
5 . 2 
1 . 2 
5 . 2 
3 . 1 
13.3 
12.4 
9 . 6 
8 . 1 




























3 . 7 
1 .3 
3 . 0 
1 . 5 
0 . 4 
0 . 2 
2 . 2 
0 . 3 
0 . 9 
o.e 
0 . 2 
0 . 1 
1 .5 
0 . 2 
0 . 5 








: "Other professions" includes: - workers in religion; 
- members of the Armed Forces: 
- protective services workers. 
10.8 12'. 8 26.5 23.9 16.9 2.1 0.9 
SOURCE: ISTAT.Census of Population. 
Tab. A20 "Winners" and"lcBer3" in se lec ted urban areas (province) 
Province 
Occupations 
1.46 Nurses and related workers 
1.46 Osteopaths, chiropractors , 
s a n i t a r i a n s and re lated workers 
1.77 Engineer tecnnic ians 
1.6 S t a t i s t i c i a n s - mathematicians, 
economists and accountants 
1.9 Production s u p e r v i s o r s , . . . 
2 .15 Managers in commercial 
bus inesses 
2 .21 C i e n c i a supervisors and 
government executive 
o f f i c i a l s 
2 .26 Analysts and computer 
programmers 
2 .29 Bookkeepers, cashiers 
and re la ted workers 
7 .23 Commercial t r a v e l l e r s 
7 .4 Cooks, wai t e r s , bartenders 
and re la ted workers 
2.31 Stenographers and t y p i s t s 
3 .2 Agriculture and animal 
husabndry workers 
4 .2 Furnacemen,metal r o l l i n g - m i l l 
workers and re lated workers 
4 .32 õoring-machlne o p e r a t o r · , . . . 
5 .5 Tanners,fellmongers and pe l t 
d r e s s e r s , shoemakers , . . . 




































































































































































































































































































SOURCE: ISTAT, Census of Population 
Tab. A20 (contd) 
— ^ ^ ^ Province 
Occupations ' '— 
1.46 Nurses and related workers 
1.48 Osteopaths, chiropractors, 
sanitarians and related workers 
1.77 Engineer technicians 
1.6 Statisticians., mathematicians, 
economists and accountants 
1.9 Production supervisors,... 
2.15 Managers in commercial 
businesses 
2.21 Clerlcla supervisors and 
government executive 
officials 
2.26 Analysts and computer 
programmers 
2.29 Bookkeepers, cashiers 
and related workers 
7.23 Commercial travellers 
7.4 Cooks, waiters, bartenders 
and related workers 
2.31 Stenographers and typists 
' 3.2 Agriculture and animal 
husabndry workers 
4.2 Furnacemen,metal rolling-mill 
workers and related worker· 
4.32 Boring-machine operators,... 
5.5 Tanners.fellmongers and pelt 
dressers, shoemakers.... 



































































































































































































































































































SOURCE: ISTAT, Census of Population 
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Tab. A 21 
ISTAT professions classification 
1. . Professional, technical, scientific and related workers 
1.1 Teachers 
1.11 University teachers 
1.12-1.13 Secondary education teachers 
1.14 Primary and pre-primary education teachers 
1.15 School headmasters 
1.16 Special education teachers 
1.17 Anthropologists, historians and related workers 
1.2 Authors, journalists, artists and related workers 
1.21 Authors, journalists and related workers 
1.22 Painters and sculptors 
1.23 Art directors, coreographers, motion picture directors 
1.24 Composers, musicians, singers and actors 
1.25 Variety show actors 
1.26 Athletes, sportsmen and related workers 
1.3 Workers in religion 
1.31 Arcibishops, bishops 
1.32 Parish priests 
1.33 Other non catholic workers in religion 
1.4 Medical doctors, pharmacists, midwives, nurses and related 
workers 
1.41 General physicians and general surgeons 




1.46 Nurses and related workers 
1.47 X-ray technicians,optometrists, opticians and related workers 
1.48 Osteopaths, chiropractors, orthopaedic technicians, 
sanitarians and related workers 
1.5 Jurists 
1.51 Judges and jurists 
1.52 Lawyers 
1.53 Notary publics 
1.6 Agronomists, veterinarians and biologists 
1.61 Agronomists and related scientists 
1.62 Veterinarians 
1.63 Biologists, zoologists and related scientists 
15.-
1.7 Phisical scientists, architects, engineers, chemists, 
draughtsmen, surveyors and related technicians 
1.71 Physicists, astronomical and geological scientists 
1.72 Chemists 
1.73 Civil engineers 
1.74 Other engineers 
1.75 Architects 
1.76 Surveyors 
1.77 Engineering technicians 
1.78 Draughtsmen 
1.8 Statisticians, mathematicians, economists and accountants 
1.81 Mathematicians, statisticians, economists, sociologists 
1.82 Accountants 
1.9 Production supervisors and general foremen (*) 
1.91 Production supervisors 
1.92 Production general foremen 
2. Administrative workers 
2.1 Managers, 'legislative officials and government administrators 
2.11 Entrepreneurs and chief executives of ' manufacturing, 
transport, banking and services businesses 
2.12 Entrepreneurs and chief executives of commercial businesses 
2.13 Entrepreneurs and chief executives of restaurant, hotels and 
catering businesses 
2.14 Managers in manufacturing, transport, banking and services 
businesses 
2.15 Managers in commercial businesses 
2.16' Managers in restaurants, hotels and catering businesses 
2.17 General managers in Public Administration 
2.2 Clerical supervisors, government executive officials and 
related workers 
2.21 Clerical supervisors and government executive officials 
2.22 Librarians and archivists 
2.23 Legal clerks 
2.24 Railway station masters 
2.25 Postmasters 
2.26 Analysts and computer programmers 
2.27 Railway passenger train guards 
2.28 Shop cashiers 
2.29 Bookkeepers, cashiers and related workers 
153 
Clerical and related workers 
Stenographers and typists 
Bookkeeping and calculating machine operators 
Card - and tape - punching maschine operators 
Electronic computer operators 
Conductors, ticket controllers, office boys 
Mail distribution clerks 
Telephone and telegraph operators 
Weighing clerks 
Clerical and related workers n. e. c. 
Members of the Armed Forces 
Officers 
Non-commissioned officers 
Other regular soldiers 
Protective services workers 
Police officers 
Police Detective inspectors and related workers 
Non-commissioned workers of Police, Fire-fighting, etc. 
Policemen, fire-fighters and related workers 
3. Agricultural, animal* husbandry and forestry workers, 
fishermen and hunters 
3.1 Farmers, farm managers and supervisors 
3.11 General farmers 
3.12 Specialised farmers 
3.13 Animal husbandry farmers 
3.14 Farm managers and supervisors 
3.2 Agriculture and animal husbandry workers 
3.21 General agriculture workers 
3.22 Specialised agriculture workers 
3.23 Farm machinery operators 
3.24 Livestock workers 
3.3 Forestry workers 
3.31 Forestry workers 
3.32 Charcoal-burners 
3.4 Fishermen, hunters and related workers 











































Miners, quarrymen, well drillers and related workers 
Well drillers and borers 
Miners and quarrymen 
Mineral and stone treaters 
Other mining workers 
Furnacemen, metal rolling-mill workers and related workers 
Furnacemen, metal melters, reheaters and casters 
Metal rolling-mill workers 
Electroplasters and other metal plasters and coaters 
Blacksmiths, toolmakers and machine tool operators 
Blacksmiths, hammersmiths and forging-press operators 
Boring-machine operators, milling-machine operators, lathe 
operators 
Metal grinders, polishers and tool sharpeners 
Tool makers 
Jewellery workers 
Blacksmiths, toolmakers and machine tool operators n. e. c. 




Orthopaedic appliances and dental prosthesis makers and 
repairers 
Watches, clocks and precision instruments makers 
Oilers and greasers 
Structural metal preparers, welders and sheet-metal workers 
Structural metal preparers 
Welders and flame-cutters 
Sheet-metal workers, coppersmiths 
Stone, glass, ceramics workers 
Cement and concrete workers 
Stone cutters and carvers 
Glass formers 
Potters and related clay and abrasive formers 
Brick and tile klinmen and furnacemen 
Stone and glass grinders and finishers 



















. 1 1 
. 1 2 
. 1 3 
. 1 4 
, 2 
. 2 1 
, 2 2 
, 2 3 
,3 
, 31 






















. 4 1 
. 4 2 
. 4 3 
. 4 4 
. 4 5 
. 5 
. 5 1 
. 5 2 











Products transformation workers 








Brewers, wine and beverage makers 
Food and beverage processers n. e. c. 
Tobacco preparers and tobacco product makers 
Tobacco preparers 
Cigars and cigarettes makers 




Textile product finishers 
Bleachers and dyers 
Textile printers 
Textile workers n. e. c. 
Tailors, dressmakers, sewers,upholsterers and related workers 
Linen and shirts makers 
Knitters 
Tailors and dressmakers, fur tailors 
Hats, gloves, ties makers 
Sewers and embroiderers 
Button makers 
Upholsterers and mattress makers 
Tailors, dressmakers and related workers n. e. c. 
5.5 Tanners, fellmongers and pelt dressers, shoemakers and 
leather good makers 
5.51 Tanners, fellmongers and pelt dressers 
5.52 Shoemakers 
5.53 Bags makers 































































Wood treaters, cabinetmakers and related wood workers 
Sawyers and plywood makers 
Wooden furniture makers 
Wood carvers and engravers 
Wooden musical instruments makers 
Coach-body builders 
Wood carpenters 
Basketry weawers and related workers 
Wood painters and polishers 
Other cabinetmakers and related workers 




Rubber products makers, tire makers and vulcanisers 
Plastics products makers 
Matches makers 
Fireworks makers 
Soaps and perfumes makers 
Other chemical processers 
5.8 Paper preparers and product makers, printers, photographers 
and related workers 
5.81 Paper pulp preparers 
5.82 Paper and paperboard product makers 
5.83 Other paper workers 
5.84 Compositors and type-setters 
5.85 Printing pressmen 
5.86 Printing engravers 
5.87 Photographers and photo-engravers 
5.88 Bookbinders 
5.89 Printers and related workers n. e. c. 
5.9 Quality inspectors, packers, canners and bottlers 
5.91 Quality inspectors 











































6. Construction workers, stationary engine and related equipment 
operators 
6.1 General supervisors, bricklayers, carpenters and other 
construction workers 
6.11 General supervisors in building 
6.12 Bricklayers, stonemasons 
6.13 Reinforced concreters, cement finishers 
6.14 Plasterers 
6.15 Tile setters, paviours 
6.16 Tunnels and railways builders 
6.17 Earth-moving and related machines operators 
6.18 Signalmen 
6.19 Building labourers and related workers 
6.2 Electrical fitters and other electrical and electronics 
workers 
Power-generating machine operators 
Electrical fitters 
Electrical technicians 
Radio and television repairmen 
Telephone and telegraph installers 
Electrical wiremen 
Plumbers, gas workers, thermo hydraulic workers 
Pipelayers 
Gas workers 
Thermo hydraulic plumbers 
Stationary engine and related equipment operators 
7 Sales workers, catering and lodging'services workers 
7.1 Working proprietors (wholesale and retail trade) 
7.11 Wholesale and retail traders 
7.12 Newspapers traders 
7.13 Street vendors 
7.2 Salesmen, shop assistants, commercial travellers, sales 
supervisors 
7.21 Sales supervisors 
7.22 Shop assistants 
7.23 Commercial travellers 


























7.3 Working proprietors (hotels and restaurants) 
7.31 Working proprietors (hotels and restaurants) 
7.32 Working proprietors (bars) 
7.4 Cooks, waiters, bartenders and related workers 
7.41 Hotel concierges 
7.42 Hotels and restaurants cooks 
7.43 Hotel maids 
7.44 Restaurant waiters 
7.45 Bartenders 
7.46 Wardrobe mistresses and other related workers 
Transport equipment operators and labourers 
Land transport equipment operators 
Railway engine-drivers 
Tram drivers 
Railway brakemen and shunters 
Motor-vehicles drivers 
Crane and hoist operators 
Animal and animal-drawn vehicles drivers 
Other land transport equipment operators 
Ship's officers and pilots, ship's equipment operators 
Ship's officers and pilots 
Ship's engine room ratings 
Ships and boats drivers 
Seamen 




Air transport service supervisors, air traffic controllers 
Transport equipment charterers and related workers 
Transport equipment charterers 
Forwarding agents 
Divers 
Dockers and other transport equipment operators 
Dockers, porters 















. 1 1 
. 1 2 
. 1 3 
. 1 4 
, 1 5 

















. 3 1 
. 3 2 
. 3 3 
.4 
. 41 
, 4 2 






9 Service workers 
9.1 Cinemas and theatres working proprietors 
9.11 Cinemas and theatres working proprietors 
9.12 Services supply agencies working proprietors 
9.2 Social workers, translators and interpreters, astrologers 
9.21 Social workers 
9.22 Interpreters and translators 
9.23 Astrologers and fortune tellers 
9.3 Fashion models, hostesses, touristic guides and related 
workers t 
Mannequins 
Fashion and artistic models 
Hostesses and touristic guides 
Hairdressers, barbers and launderers 
Barbers, hairdressers 
Launderers 
Street-sweepers and cleaning services workers 
Street-sweepers 
Janitors and cleaning services workers 






9.7 Services workers n. e. c. (i.e. undertakers, bookmakers) 































(*) In theory there is not a big difference between 1.91 and 1.92. In 
practice often in 1.91 class productions managers and related 
workers are included 
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Tab. A22 Sample survey of manufacturers, Lombardy Region (1985) 
17 professions in high demand (projected % increase over 1985) 
1) Compositors and type setters 
2) Fashion stylists 
3) Electronic engineers 
4) Mechanical hot-working workers 
5) Spining and weaving supervisors 
6) Woodworking-Machine Operators 
7) Marketing and merchandising experts 
8) Hide and leather general workers 
9) Building industry supervisors 
10)Electronic maintenance experts 
11)Chemical lab technicians 
12)Industrial relations experts 
13)Hide and leather stylists 
14)Wood workers 
15)Filter and separator operators 
16)Pharmaceutical industry technicians 
17)Brewers, wine and beverage makers 
9 declining professions (projected % decrease from 1985) 
1) Cocoa preparers , - 51.5 
2) Bakers and pastrycooks - 24.0 
3) Ceramids kilnmen - 19.6 
4) Metal workers - 10.2 
5) Cement finishers and roofers - 8.8 
6) Blacksmiths - 7.4 
7) Food processors ..  - 7.1 
8) Glass cutters - 6.7 
9) Millers - 6.6 




















7 . 5 
6 . 4 
4 . 4 
3 . 5 
3 . 4 
2 . 4 
2 . 3 










Variations of employment structure by skill-level (») 
Skill-level 1985-1987 
Unskilled blue-collars 








Administrative (skilled) personnel 44,6 
Salesmen 53 ^  
(a) = increasing 
(b) = decreasing 
(b) (a)-(b) 
53,2 - 49,3 
57,1 - 51,1 
4,7 + 52,9 
45,1 - 39,0 
6.0 + 38,6 
3.1 + 50,0 
1987-1990 
(a) (b) (a)-(b) 
34,8 - 34,8 
5,2 44,2 -39,0 
53,2 5,2 + 48,0 
4r2 33,3 - 29,1 
35,5 2,6 + 32,9 
31,6 3,5 + 28,1 
(») Firms were asked to fill in three possible answers.: increasing, stable, decreasing. 
The numbers indicate percentages of valid answers ("stable" is not reported). 
SOURCE: Unione Industriale di Torino (1985). 
σι 
16.·: 
Tab.A24 Codes for Divisions and Classes of the General Industrial Classif ication of 
Economic Activities within the European Communities (NACE) 
00 Agriculture, hunting, forestry and fishing 
01 Agriculture and hunting 
02 Forestry 
03 Fishing 
10 Energy and water 
11 Extraction and briquettlng of solid fuels 
12 Coke ovens 
13 Extraction of petroleum and natural gas 
14 Mineral oil refining 
15 Nuclear fuels industry 
16 Production and distribution of electricity, gas, steam 
and hot water 
17 Water supply: collection, purification and distribution of 
water 
20 Extraction and processing of non­energy­produclng 
minerals and derived products; chemical Industry 
21 Extraction and preparation of metalliferous ores 
22 ' Production and preliminary processing of metals 
23 Extraction of minerals other than metalliferous and 
energy­producing minerals; peat extraction 
24 Manufacture of non­metallic mineral products 
25 Chemical Industry 
26 Man­made fibres industry 
50 Building and civil engineering 
50 Building and civil engineering 
SO 
61 
Distributive trades, hotels, catering, repairs 
Wholesale distribution (except dealing in scrap and wa­
ste materials) 
62 Dealing in scrap and waste materials 
63 Agents 
64/65 Retail distribution 
66 Hotels and catering 
67 Repair of consumer goods and vehicles 










Other land transport (urban transport, road transport 
etc.) 
Inland water transport 
Sea transport and coastal shipping 
Air transport 
Supporting services to transport 
Travel agents, freight brokers and other agents facilitat­
ing the transport of passengers or goods; storage ana 
warehousing 
Communication 
30 Metal manufacture; mechanical, electrical and Instru­
ment engineering 
31 Manufacture of metal articles (except for mechanical, 
electrical and instrument engineering and vehicles) 
32 Mecnanical engineering 
33 Manufacture of office machinery and data processing 
machinery 
34 Electrical engineering 
35 Manufacture of motor vehicles and of motor vehicle 
parts and accessories 
36 Manufacture of other means of transport 
37 Instrument engineering 









Food, drink and tobacco industry 
Textile industry 
Leather and leather goods industry (except footwear 
and clothing) 
Footwear and clothing industry 
Timoer and wooden furniture industries 
Manufacture of paper and paper products; printing and 
publishing 
Processing of rubber and plastics 
Other manufacturing industries 
80 Banking and finance. Insurance, business services, 
renting 
81 Banking and finance 
82 Insurance except for compulsory social Insurance 
83 Activities auxiliary to banking, finance and insurance; 
real estate transactions (except letting of real estate by 
the owner), business services 
84 Renting, leasing and hiring of movables 
85 Letting of real estate by the owner 
90 Other services 
91 Public administration. National defence and compul­
sory social security 
92 Sanitary services and administration of cemeteries 
93 Education 
94 Research and development 
95 Medical and other health services, veterinary services ■ 
96 Other services provided to the general public 
97 Recreational services and other cultural services 
98 Personal services 
9A Domestic services 
9B Diplomatic representation, international organizations 
and allied armed forces 
Tab. A25 




(NACE classification) and occupation 
B R A N C H E S 
Industry 
1 2 3 4 5 










Professional, technical and 
related workers 
Teachers 
Authors, Journalists and 
related workers 
Workers In religion 





Phisical scientists, architects, 
engineers and related 
technicians 
Statisticians, mathematicians, 
economists and accountants 






2. Administrative workers 
2.1. Managers, legislative officials 
and government administrators, 
wholesale and retail trade 
managers.hotels and res courants 
managers 
2.2. Clerical supervisors, govern­
ment executive officials etc. 
2.3. Clerical and related workers 
2.4. Members of the Armed Forces 





Agricultural, animal husbandry 
and forestry workers, 
fishermen and hunters 2.132.549 
Farmers, farm managers and 
supervisors 1.096.794 
3.2. Agricultural and animal 
husbandry workers 984.610 
3.3. Forestry workers 16.561 
3.4. Fishermen, hunters and 
related workers 34.594 









11.363 22.666 62.117 10.009 33.574 
631 660 1.342 873 305 
21.564 38.981 97.381 45.373 19.042 
67.246 39.426 256.208 1.833.128 2.600.777 
- - 1.054.916 1.Ç54.916 
3-515 55 16.093 54.984 99.512 
- 23.550 23.550 
33.132 554 342 584.815 604.060 
48.704 8.512 57.216 
520 - 6.784 14.737 29.201 
3.340 6.794 116.890 42.405 309.282 
1.480 649 45.503 5.051 56.494 
25.259 31.374 21.892 64.158 366.546 
















66.031 5.611 9.875 9.279 209.840 
453.109 1.700.740 205.190 187.497 360.973 
156.463 241.446 171.656 359.410 1.328.079 
- - 87.742 87.742 
- 33 283.258 283.291 
16 
16 
67 4.891 3.153 















B R A N C H E S 
4. Mineral processers 
4.1. Miners, quarrymen, well 
drillers and related workers 
4.2. Metal processers 
4.3. Blacksmiths, toolmakers and 
machine tool operators 
4.4. Machinery fitters, machine 
assemblers and precision 
instruments makers 
4.5. Structural metal preparers, 
welders and sheet-metal workers 




5. Products transformation 
workers 30.638 
5.1. Food and beverage processers 25.466 
5.2. Tobacco preparers and tobacco 
product makers 970 
5.3. Spinners, weavers, dyers and 
related workers 
5.4. Tailors, dressmakers, sewers, 
upholsterers and relate workers 
5.5. Tanners, fellmongers and pelt dressers, 
shoe makers and leather goods makers 
5.6. Wood treatera, cabinetmakers and 
related wood workers 452 
5.7. Chemical processers, rubber and 
plastics product makers 
5.8. Paper preparers and product makers, 
printers, photographers and 
related workers 
5.9. Quality inspectors, packers, 
canners and bottlers 3.750 
6. Construction workers, stationary 
engine operators, etc. 
6.1. General supervisors, 
bricklayers, carpenters, etc. 
6.2. Electrical ritters and other 
electrical and electronics workers 





Trade and services 
7 8 
Total 
18.864 425.139 1.434.404 141.495 47.248 354.025 45.61J 1.079 
6.501 1.745 34.810 
- 43.829 79.877 
12 
72 





7.666 38.002 331.984 50.980 8.091 228.941 28.453 958 








16.983 139.953 42.719 2.090.484 75.428 
- - - 177.861 
- - - 12.004 
6.959 - 310.669 
1.408 569.374 
3 - · 277.820 
408 2.553 13.496 397.447 75.428 














































































Occupations B R A N C H E S Agriculture Industry 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
7. Sales workers, catering and 
lodging services workers 3.730 
7.1. Working proprietors (wholesale 
and retail trade) 
7.2. Salesmen, shop assistants , 
commercial travellers, sales 
supervisors 3.514 
7.3. Working proprietors (hotels 
and restaurants) 
7.4. Cooks, waiters, bartenders and 
related workers 216 
8 . Transport equipment operators 
and labourers 
8 .1 . Land transport equipment 
operators 
8.2. Ship's officers and p i lo t s , 
ship's equipment operators 
8.3. Aircraft p i lo t s , air transport 
service supervisors, air traff ic 
supervisors, air traffic 
controllers 
8.4. Transport equipment charterers and 
related workers 72 
8.5. Dockers and other transport 





9. Service workers 7.349 
9 .1 . Cinemas and theatres working 
proprietors 
9.2. Social workers, translators and 
interpreters, astrologers 
9.3. Fashion models, hostesses, touristic 
guides and related workers 
9.4. Hairdressers, barbers, launderers 
9.5. Street-sweepers, cleaners-
9.6. Maids, concierges, Janitors, 
vergers 6.642 
9.7. Service workers not elsewhere 
classified 
9.9. Professions not elsewhere 
classified 707 
Trade and services Total 
6 7 8 9 
663 9.340 14.938 25.740 962 
5.959 
7.017 6.280 15.692 
863 2.323 8.658 4.089 962 
2.2ββ.140 12.701 50.652 68.018 2.474.884 
1.122.748 3.597 2.819 - 1.135.123 
628.625 .1.446 47.833 510 710.917 
227.190 - . 227.190 
309.577 7.658 - 67.508 401.654 
5.336 38.879 33.197 38.796 47.009 
4.668 33.552 27.989 28.494 44.509 
- 932 
66.276 615.061 8.072 49.991 915.058 
48.596 462.901 4.255 41.951 703.950 
53.220 33 - 57.137 
668 5.327 4.276 10.302 2.500 
6.011 12.980 23.140 18.900 3.858 
209 711 2.069 1.110 
- - - 255 
- - 430 
294 1.119 1.675 1.359 316 














33.503 59.260 1.062.532 1.272.932 
762 1.337 7.854 10.566 
760 1.632 23.637 33.403 
3.873 205 1.823 7.179 
241.663 242.292 
7.429 848 102.664 . 117.174 













T O T A L 2.240.322 241.294 901.754 2.256.481 2.757.109 1.845.213 3.483.658 1.255.434 920.333 4.344.739 ¡0.24^337 
Source: ISTAT, Censúa of Population 
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Professori, insegnanti. · assimilati 
Professori universitari e assimilati 
Professori di scuola secondaria superiore e 
assimilati 
Professori di scuola media e assimilati 
Insegnanti di scuola elementare e assimilati 
Presidi, capi di istituti di istruzione, direttori 
didattici 
Insegnanti non altrove classificati 
Culton di discipline non altrove classificati 
Scrittori, giornalisti, artisti, a assimilati 
Scrittori, giornalisti a pubblicisti 
Pittori, scultori, a assimilati 
Registi, direttori artistia, coreografi e tecnici dallo ■ 
spettacolo 
Musicisti, orchestrali, artisti lirici, anon 
Artisti di variati a assimilali 
Atleti, allenetori. e assimilati 
Membri dei clero e assimilati 
Arcivescovi, vescovi diocesieni e superiori generali ι 
Parroci a altri sacerdoti adderò alla cure delle 
anime 
Minist/i di culti non cartolici 
Medici, farmacisti, ostetriche, infermieri e 
tecnici sanitari 
Medici chirurghi generici 




Infermieri e assimilati 
Operatori radiografia, ottici, odontotecnici, e 
assimilati 
Assistenti, tecnici sanitari, a asaimilan 
Magistrati , avvocati, notai 
Magistrati e giunsu 
Avvocali a procuraran legali 
Notai 
Agronomi, veterinarie biologi 
Agronomi: penti ag'ran­ forestal», zootecnici: e 
assimilati 
Veterman 
Biologi, zoologi, naturalist» 
Fisici, chimici, ingegneri, geometr i , peritv. 
industriali, diaegnetorr e cartografi 
























































8 . 9 0 6 
5 . 2 9 3 







































































1 9 8 1 1 9 7 1 
Δ* 
7 1 -
1.74 Altri ingegneri 
1.75 Arcnitero 
1.76 Geometn e penti edili 
1.77 Penti industri».·, peno chimici, β assimilali 
1.78 Disegnaton tecnici β cartografi 
1.79 Tecnici di impunti nucleari 
1.8 Matemat ic i , statistici, economisti e 
commercialisti 
1.81 Mstematia. statistici, economisti, sociologi 
l.£2 Commerci Β usa e assimilati 
1.3 Impiegarti tecnici 
1.91 Tecnici con mansioni direttive e di conceno 
ι escluse le professioni agncole) 
.92 Tecnici con mansion» osecutrve (escluse le 
professioni agricole) 
2 Profeasioni ammini; 
'2.1 Imprenditori e diremo·*· imprej— 
ammiri tatrazKm· 
2.11 Imprenditon motan e amrrwuauaiLwi delegali di 
imprese industriali, oei trasporti, del credito e dei 
servia 
2.12 Imprenditon molan e amministra ton delegati di 
imprese commerciali 
2.13 Imprenditon molen e aimiwiteuajuai ripagati di 
pu oblici esercizi 
2.14 D.retton e categorie smulan dell« industrie, 
trasoom. credito e servizi 
2.1 5 Direttori e categorie similari dal commercio 
2.1 6 Diro non e categorie similari dei pubblici esercizi 
2.17 Diretton generali e categorie ermilan dell» 
pubblica ammtnistrazione 
Imptogati a m rntni alzativi «on mansioni 
direttive e di concatto 
2.21 Impiegati a m min latrativi con­mansioni direttive e 
di concetto 
2.22 Bibliotecsn. impiegati di archivio, · assimilati 
2.23 Cancellieri e ufficiali giudiziari 
2­24 Capitazione e assimilati 
2.2 5 Titoian uf­tici postan, telegrafio, e­assimilati 
2.26 Analisti e programmaton di calcolatori «tetiTonici 
e di mácenme contabili 
2.27 Cap"treno e asimilen 
2.28 Casaien di negozio 
2.29 Contabili, economi, cassieri non altrove ciassrficati 
2.3 Impiegati amminiatrativi con 
esecutive 
2.31 Dattilografi e stenografi 
2.32 Operatori ai macchine contabili e catcotstnei 
2.33 Operaton di macchine perforatrici 
2.3­1 Ooeraton di caicoiaton elettronici, di macchine 
'raainonaii e assimilati 

























































































































2 . 1 
2.41 
2.42 



























Portalenere e fartorini costali 
Telefonisti e telegrafisti 
Pesatori e misuratori 
Impiegati amministrativi non altrove classificati 
Membri dai corpi armati dello stato 
Ufficiali 
Sotturfician 
Graduati e militan di camera 
Membri dei corpi di polizia e sicurezze interna 
Ufficiali dei csrabimen. di polizia, della guardia di 
finanza, dei vigili del fuoco, e assimilati 
Isoenon generali di P. S.. questori, commissari di 
polizia, e assimilati 
Sottufficiali dei carabinieri, di polizia, della guardia 
di finanza, dei vigili del fuoco, e assimilati 
Carabinieri, agenti di polizia, guardie di finanza, 
vigili del fuoco e assimilati 
Professioni inerenti a Ir* a g ri cotture­,, alla» 
airvicoitura, a i r a l l e v e m e n t o d e i bestiame» e 
alle pesca.. ¡ 
Conduttori e direttori di aziende agrìcole, i 
forestali e zootecniche* 
! 
Conduttori di aziende ad ordinamento produttivo. 
misto e assimilata1 ' 
Conduttori di »2iende> ad ordinamento produttivo 
specializzato a assimilati 
Conduttori allevatori e assimilati 
Direttori e categorie similari dell« azienda agricola, 
forestali e zootecniche 
Lavoratori agricoli, conducenti­di rnacchine­­
agncol«. pastorie · mmmmiimtxi 
Lavoratori agncotr generici 
Lavoraton agricoli specializzaro 
Conducen ty dr mec crii ne? e­gncole­
Pastori­e guardiani di animai» 
Lavoratori forestali­ · carbonai· 
Lavoraton forestali e boschivi 
Carbonai' 
Pescatori, cacciatori, a assimilati 
Pescatori e assimilara 
Cacciatori 
Γι nfeeeinii i in ea en l i alisa ee t ia i i ime . ert alla». 
larvors­jiooa»· d e * minarmi!» e da», loro prodotti 
Sondajtorf. pea foi atoais minatori; a as*irniletr 
Sondaton e pertoratorr 
Minaton e cavaton 
Manovali di mimera e di cava 
Opera* addetti alla estrazione e alla preoaraztone 

































































­ 33 ,7 
­ 4 0 , 8 
- 41,8 
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Fonditori, laminatori, e assimilati 
Fonditon. fornaioli e formatori 
Laminston e trafilatori 
Galvanoplastias cementatori e temperaron 
Fabbriferrai. tornitori, incisori, orafi , 
argentieri, e assimilati 
raobnferrai e iucinaton 
Alesaton. fresatori e torniton 
Fìniton e pulitori di prodoro meccanici 
Utensilisti ed attrezzisti di officina 
incisori di metalli, orafi e argenoeh 
Onerai metallurgici non altrove classificati 
Meccanici montatori, riparatori, di 
a assimilati 
Meccanici generici e npararon meccanici 
Meccanici montatori 
Meccanici e riparatori meccanici di protesi 
Meccanici di precisione e orologiai 
Lubnficaton e pulitori 
Carpentieri in ferro, saldatori, e aasafniLeoV 
Carpermeri in ferro 
Saldatori 
Lamieristi a ramai 
Frantumatori, cementieri e opere· addett i elle 
lavorazione dei minereli­non mettlthejri 
Frantumatori, cementieri, e assimilati 
Tagliatori, leviga ton. modellatori, di'pietre, e 
assimilati" 
Vetrai 
Ceramisti a terracotta! 
Fornaciai di latenti 
Molatori, lucidaton e smerigliatori­di pietre e 
vetro 
incisori, decoratori, mosaicisti, di pietre, 
ceramiche e vetro 
Profession· inerenti aliar t ree formeaion» de* 
prodotti» 
Panettieri, pestai, dolciari, macella turi, 
casari, vinificatori, e aeaarniiets«­
Mugnai e naieri j 
Panettieri e pastai 
Pasticcieri, caramellai, e assimilati 
Zucchenen I 
I 
Macellatori, insaccaton. salaron, e assimilati ' 
Conservieri 
Casan I 
vínihcaton. birrai, lavoraton delle acque minerali. 
delle bevance elcooliche e analcooliche 
Cemiton di Drodoro agricoli e addetti alla 
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Selezionatori, condizionatori e confezionatori 
del tabacco 
Condizionafon del tabacco 
Sigarai, sigarertai e altn confezionatori del tabacco 
Filatori, teaaitori. t intori, e assimilati 




Fìniton di filati e tessuti 
Candeggiatori e tintori di filati e tessuti 
Stampaton di tessuti 
Operai tessili non altrove classificati 
Maglieristi, sarti, cappellai, tappezzieri 
Sianchensti e camtctar­
Magliensti e calzettai 
Sarti e confezionatori di peilicce­
Cravattai. cappellai, guantai, e assimilati 
Ricamatrici, omaton, e assimilati 
Bottonieri e assimilati 
Tappezzien e materassai 
Lavoratori deH'sbbigliamento e dell'arredamento 
non altrove classificati 
Concistori, estiolai , pellett ieri , e aaaimilati 
Conciatori e tintori di pelli similpelli e cuoio 
Calzolai 
Borsettai, valigiai, e assimilati 
Addetti alla lavorazione delle pelli, similpelli e del 
cuoio non altrove classificati 
Segetori.­tornrtori. fa legnami, mobilieri, e 
assimilati 
Segatori e piallatori del legname 
Falegnami « mobilieri in legno e formica 
Tornitori, intagliatori, incisori, del legno, e 
assimilati 
Liutai e esaimilati 
Bottai, carradori, e assimilati 
Carpentieri in legno 
Mobihen in canna, vimini e giunchi, cestai 
canestrai, auiotai. e assimilati 
Verniciatori e lucidatori del legno e paglia 
Addetti alla lavorazione del legno e dei matenali 
legnosi non<altrove oteaaificati 
Analizzatori, petrolieri, gommai , profumisti , e > 
aaaimilati 




















































































































































































































































Pirotecnici β artificien 
Profumisti, saponieri, β assimilati 
Sorveglianti ai apoarecchi cnimici β altri addetti 
alle lavorazioni cnimiche non altrove classificati 
Cana i , ca r to tecn ic i , t ipogra f i , l ega to r i . 
f o t og ra f i , a ass imi la t i 
Canai s cartonai 
Cartotecnici 
Adeem alla lavorazione e fabbricazione della 
cana non altrove classificati 
Comoositon 
Impressori 
b iograf i , zincograti 
Fotografi β fototecnici 
Legaten 
Addett i alle lavorazioni poligrafiche e di legatoria 
non altrove classificati­
Ve r i f i ca to r i , imba l la to r i , a ass imi la t i 
Verificatori di prodotti 
Imoallaton. inscatolaton. ¡mbo triglia ton. e 
assimilati 
P r o f e s s i o n : i ne ren t i a I l e . . cos t ruz ion i e d i l i «. 
a l l ' i n s t a l l a z i o n e od eserc iz io i m p i a n t i 
e i «retri erta,, gas» a c q u a ­
Cap imas t r i . muratori», decora to r i , c o n d u t t o r i . 
di macch ino edi l i , e ass imi la t i 
Capimastn 
Muraton 
Armaton cementisti e ferraioli 
Stuccatori, decoraton. pittori edili 
Pavimenta ton edili, stradali, e assimilati 
Armatori di gailene·. di linee ferrotnamvian«·. e 
assimilati 
Condufton di macchine edili e assimilati 
Cantonien stradali e farrovian 
Manovali edili, sterraton. e assimilati 
E let t r ic is t i . , e le t t ro tecn ic i , rad io tecn ic i , e 
ass imi la t i 
Centralisti e caomisti 
Elertnciso 
Elettrotecnici 
Tecnici della raaio. della televisione, del cinema e · 
operaton di proiezione 
Installaton impianti di telecomunicazione 
Addett i alla installazione ed esercizio di impianti· 
eternici non alt/ove classificati 
Gas is t i , idraul ic i e termotdraulic*­
Poeaton di rubi 
Gasisti 
idraulici, stagnini Θ lermoidraulici 
Conduttori di ¡moiano tarmici e asjwmilatr· 



































































































­ 9 ,6 
­ 18 ,3 







­ 20 ,8 

















1 9 8 1 1 9 7 1 7 1 -
Professioni inerenti al c o m m e r c i o e ai 
pubblici esercizi 
Esercenti di negozio e assimilati 
7.11 Commercianti e esercenti di negozio 
7.12 Esercenti di edicole e negozi ai giornali 
7.13 Commercianti ambulanti 
7.2 Assistenti di vendita, commessi, 
rappresentanti di commercio, e assimilati 
7.21 Assistenti di vendita e assimilati 
7.22 Commessi di vendita e banconieri 
723 Rappresentanti di commercio, viaggiatori, 
mediaton. a assimilati 
7.24 Rappresentanti a mediaton dei credito e 
assicurazioni, dei trasporti e dei servizi 
7.25 Attn lavoraton del commercio non altrove 
c lassi fica 0 
7.3 Esercenti alberghi, caffè, e assimilati 
'.31 Esercenti alberghi, ristoranti e assimilati 
7.32 Esercenti di bar. caffè, β assimilati 
7.4 Portieri, cuochi, camerieri di pubblici esercizi, 
baristi, e aaaimilati 
7.41 Portien di alberghi, di pubblici esercizi, e assimilati 
7.42 Cuochi dr alberghi, di pubblici esercizi, e assimilati 
7.43 Camerieri di alberghi e assimilati 
7.44 Camerieri di ristoranti, caffè, e assimilati 
7.45 Baristi e assimilati 
7.46 Guardar ob ien. fattorini, inservienti di puoblici 
esercizi, e assimilati 
8 Professioni inerenti ai t raspor t i 
8.1 Macchini sti. ferroviari, conducent i di tramvie, 
autisti, e assimilati 
8.11 Macchinisti ferroviari e assimilati 
3.12 Conducenti di tramvie e simili 
8.13 Devia ton. manovra ton. 'frenatori, ferroviari, e 
tramvian 
8.14 Autisti 
8.15 Gruisti, carropontisti, e assimilati 
8.16 Conducano di veicoli a trazione animale e 
assimilati 
6.1 7 Addetti ai trasporti terrestri non altrove classificati 
8.2 Ufficiali­di coperta, motoristi e fuochisti 
navali, conducenti di imbarcazioni, a assimilarti 
8.21 Ufficiali di coperta, di macchina e piloti di porto 
8.27 Macchinisti. motonsD e fuochisti navali 
8.23 Addern alla conduzione dr imbarcazioni a motore. 
a remi, a vela 
9.24 Marmimi di coperta e assimilati 
8.3 Piloti, motonsti di bordo, motoristi a terra, 
adderò ai trasporti aerei non altrove 
classificati 


























































































































































Motoristi di aviazione a terra 
Addem ai trasoorti aerei non altrove classificati 
Noleggiatori di mezzi di trasporto, 
spedizionieri a altri lavoratori delle arriviti 
ausiliarie dei trasporti non altrove classificati 
Noleggiatori di mezzi di trasporto 
Soeairionieri e sdoganaton 
Palomoan e assimilati 
Facchini e .litri lavoratori dei trasporti non 
altrove classificati 
Faccnmi. caricatori e scancaton 
Lavoraton dei trasporti non altrove classificati 
Professioni inerenti ai servizi 
Esercenti a gestori di cinema, taatri a simili a 
di agenzie per la fornitura di servizi 
Eserceno e geston di cinema, team a simili 
Esercenti β geston di agenzie per la fornitura di 
servizi 
Assistenti sociali, interpreti, traduttori, 
grafologi 
Assistenti sociali 
Interpreti e tradutton 
Grafologi e assimilati 
indossatori, assistenti di volo, guide 
turistiche, e aaaimilati 
Indossatori 
Fotomodelle e modelle artistiche 
Assistenti di volo e guide lunatiche ! 
Barbieri, parrucchieri, smacchiatori, a 
aaamrulati 
BartHen. parrucchieri, manicure, a aaaimilati 
Smacchiatori, tinton, e aaaimilati 
Spazzini, pulitori, e assimilati 
1 I 
Spazzini, disinfestaton. θ assimilati ' 
Puliton. lavsggiaton di veicoli, e assimilati 
Domestici, porberi. bidelli, guardiani, a 
assimilati 
Domestici 
Portien di sbrtazione 
Commessi, uscien. bidelli, inservienti di uffici 
pubblici e privan 
Sagrestani 
Guardiani, custodi di aziende, guardie campestri, ι 
e assimilati 
Addetti ai servizi non altrove classo*lesti 
Adderò ai servio non altrove classificati 
Professioni non altrove classificabili 
Professioni non altrove classificabili 
TOTALE 
1.111 
• 4 . 7 0 9 
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U. Colombino, Α. Zabalza, Labour supply and quantity constraints: results on 
female participation and hours in Italy, Discussion Paper n. 125, Centre for 
Labor Economics, London School of Economics, (1982) 
female work; female labour supply; labour contracts. 
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LOCAL LABOUR MARKETS 
Associazione Industriali Provincia di Mantova, V Rapporto sul mercato del 
lavoro provinciale, Mantova, (1983) 
Analysis of the requirements of manpower, of the winning and losing jobs, 
of the structure of employment in Mantova's manufacturing 
local labour market; manufacturing; emerging and obsolescent occupations. 
Associazione Industriali Provincia di Padova, Le forze di lavoro in provincia 
di Padova, Padova, (1983) 
Comparison 1982-1983 
local labour market. 
Associazione Industriali Provincia di Varese, L'industria manifatturiera 
nella provincia di Varese. Strutture, problemi, prospettive, Varese (1983) 
Starting from a comparison between the two last Censuses (1971 and 1981) 
the survey shows the structure of the Varese 'economy, with particular 
regard to employment problems and provincial labour market 
local labour market; manufacturing·. 
Associazione Industriali Provincia di 'Varese, Ufficio Studi, Osservazioni 
qualitative del mercato del lavoro regionale e provinciale, Varese, (1984) 
Actual and future structure of labour market in Varese, mainly considering 
the effects brought by the phenomenon of technological innovation 
local labour market; technological change. 
Associazione Provinciale Dirigenti Aziende Industriali di Torino, Come creare 
nuove occasioni di lavoro in Italia e in Piemonte, Torino (1985) 
Analysis of the possibility of job creation in Piedmont and in Italy 
local labour market; employment creation; employment policies. 
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C. Dell'Aringa, "Il futuro occupazionale dell'area metropolitana milanese", 
in IRER-Progetto Milano, Tecnologia, professioni e città, II Conferenza 
Internazionale, Milano, F. Angeli, (1985) 
The study analyzes: 
1. The two fondamental factors that are peculiar to the development of 
Milan metropolitan area: 
- decrease in job and population 
- growth in the service-producing sector in the employment structure 
("terziarizzazione"). 
2. The perspectives of Milan future development in terms of population, 
employment and unemployment, and in terms of technical progress and 
growth of service industry 
local labour market; urban area; service industry; technological change; 
forecast. 
Federazione dell'Industria Emiliano Romagnola, Associazioni e Unioni 
Industriali dell'Emilia Romagna, Intersind Emilia Romagna, ASAP Emilia 
Romagna, Indagine sull'andamento occupazionale nell'industria in Emilia 
Romagna. 1984-1985, Bologna, (1986) 
Results of a survey performed among 1600 manufacturing firms about 
employment trends 
local labour market; manufacturing; labour demand; trends; occupations. 
Federazione degli Industriali del Lazio, Censis, Fabbisogni di personale 
nell'industria manifatturiera e sistema formativo nel Lazio, Roma, (1983) 
Survey on labour market from the demand point of view, with particular 
regards to the jobs for which there is a shortage 
local labour market; skilled worker; labour shortage; labour demand; 
educational system. 
Federazione Regionale fra le Associazioni Industriali della Lombardia, 
Intersind Delegazione per la Lombardia, L'occupazione nell'industria 
lombarda. Situazione, caratteristiche, previsioni. Rapporto annuale 1986, 
Milano, (1986) 
Results of a survey performed annually among nearly 3400 manufacturing 
firms of Lombardy. The survey supplies quantitative informations about 
employment in Lombard manufacturing (by economic sector, by dimensions of 
firms, by areas) and makes forecasts about its development 
local labour market; manufacturing; occupations; forecast. 
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Federpiemonte, Gruppo Giovani, La domanda e l'offerta di terziario avanzato 
in provincia di Torino, Torino, (1984) 
Analysis of actual and potential status of use of advanced services in 
Turin area 
local labour market; service industry; advanced services. 
Federpiemonte, Ufficio Formazione Professionale, Indagine sul terziario 
avanzato in Piemonte, Torino, (1984) 
Through a-sample of firms, the survey analyzes the development of advanced 
services internal and external to the firm 
local labour market; service industry; advanced services. 
Federveneto, Ufficio Economico, Le forze di lavoro nel periodo 1977-1983, 
(1984) 
Analysis of the trend of labour market in Veneto and its "province" 
local labour market; trends. 
Unione Industriale Biellese, Centro Studi, Indagine sulle figure 
professionali e sulle esigenze di formazione nell'industria biellese, Biella, 
(1984) 
local labour market; manufacturing; occupations; qualification 
requirements; educational needs. 
Unione Industriale Biellese, Rilevazione mensile delle domande e offerte di 
lavoro apparse sui due bisettimanali locali 
Monthly survey of labour demands and supplies shown in the two local 
papers. Analysis of the structure and dynamics of labour demand and supply 
by economic activity sector and by occupation, as regards, in particular, 
part-time and independent work 
local labour market; occupations; part-time; self-employed. 
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Unione Industriale di Torino, Ufficio Studi Economici, Forze di lavoro in 
provincia di Torino e Piemonte, Torino, (1983) 
The study assembles data about the evolution of labour forces in Piemonte 
shown in ISTAT Labour Force Survey 
local labour market. 
Unione Industriale di -Torino, Il mercato del lavoro in provincia di Torino, 
Torino, (1981) 
local labour market 
Unione Industriale di Torino, Offerta e domanda di lavoro in provincia di 
Torino: prospettive per il 1987 e il 1990, Torino, (1985) 
Analysis of the future trends of labour market in Turin's province 
local labour market; trends; forecast. 
Unione Industriali Provincia di Berganmo, Ufficio Studi, La domanda di 
terziario avanzato, Bergamo, (1982) 
Analysis of service industry in Bergamo district and its influence on 
employment and on manufacturing 
'local labour market; service industry; advanced services. 
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EMERGING AND DECLINING JOBS 
AAVV, "Per chi suona il flauto della nuova occupazione", Il Sole 24 Ore, n. 
169, (1986) 
Declining of manufacturing occupations, growth of service industry. Case 
studies of firms creating new jobs: Olivetti, IBM, Italsiel 
youth employment; unemployment; information technology; job creation; 
emerging occupations. 
AAVV, "Come cambia il lavoro da oggi al 2000", I dossier della Lettera, 
Lettera Finanziaria, n. 44, (1985) 
Analysis of trend in labour market in Italy and in other western countries 
and employment forecasts for the 2000 
labour market; trends; emerging and obsolescent occupations; forecasts. 
N. Cacace, Professioni e mestieri del 2000, Milano, F. Angeli, (1983) 
Problems of youth employment and qualitative forecasts on winning and 
losing occupations 
youth employment and unemployment; emerging and obsolescent occupations; 
forecast; work organization; service industry. 
ENEA, "Guida'alle professioni del futuro", Europeo, n. 27, (1984) 
Illustration of the "new occupations" which will have the greatest-growth 
in the next twenty years according to ENEA's forecasts 
emerging occupations; forecasts; job creation; new areas of employment. 
M. Gatti, G. Tagliaferro, "Servizi innovativi e professionalità (Indagine sui 
sistemi professionali e i fabbisogni formativi del terziario avanzato 
nell'area produttiva barese)", Quaderni di Formazione ISFOL, n. 1, (1985) 
Study of 8 business cases in the Bari "provincia". 
The study aimed to: 
- verify the attitude of local firms to organize jobs that could guarantee 
productive efficiency and the development of the firms; 
- determine and describe the most significative (traditional or new) jobs 
service industry; local labour market; skill; occupational qualification; 
occupations. 
195 
E. Invernizzi, Terziario avanzato e nuove professioni. Il caso delle 
Pubbliche Relazioni 
Analysis of advanced services jobs with particular regard to Public 
Relations ones and to those which provide services to firms 
service industry; occupational qualification; occupations; business 
services; public relations. 
ISFOL, "Richiesta di lavoro negli annunci economici dei quotidiani", 
Osservatorio sul mercato del lavoro e delle professioni, 1981-1982 
Synthesis of the survey performed by ISFOL, Unioncamere, Centro per la 
Statistica Aziendale, about job requests from private industry 
labour demand; skilled worker; occupations; private sector. 
ISFOL, "Analisi delle professionalità in agricoltura", Osservatorio sul 
mercato del lavoro, e delle professioni, n. 3, (1985) 
Description of the consolidated or emerging jobs in those agricultural 
contexts characterized by technological innovations, and need of 
educational training. Field survey of 15 business cases 
agriculture; agricultural technology; vocational training; occupation; 
qualification requirements. 
ISFOL, Unioncamere, "Il mercato del lavoro qualificato in Italia", 
Osservatorio sul mercato del lavoro e delle professioni, n. 5-6, (1982) 
Synthesis of the results of the study made by ISFOL and Unioncamere about 
labour demand. The demand from private industry is analyzed starting from 
labour requests on newspapers, while the demand from Public Administration 
is examined from the analysis of public contests 
labour demand; private sector; public sector; skilled worker; occupations. 
R. Jannaccone Pazzi, "Evoluzione della professionalità terziaria e mercato 
del lavoro", Economia e Lavoro, n. 2, (Ί983) 
Analysis of changes in service industry, particularly in the field of 
"services to firms", and their effects on the labour market 
labour market; service industry; business services; occupation; skilled 
worker. 
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R.E. Kutscher, "Tendenze e prospettive dei posti di lavoro e delle 
professioni negli Stati Uniti", in IRER-Progetto Milano, Tecnologia, 
professioni e città, II Conferenza Internazionale, Milano, F. Angeli, (1985) 
The subject of this paper is the changes in the industrial and 
occupational employment structure of the United Stated, with particular 
emphasis on winning and losing jobs, and the factors, including 
technological, that have had an important influence on changes in this 
structure 
U.S.A.; occupational structure; emerging and obsolescent occupations; 
technological change. 
M. Merlini, Nuove professioni: il futuro nel presente, Edizioni Lavoro, 
(198&) 
Analysis of the more recent studies (italian and foreign, quantitative and 
qualitative) about the changes of occupations and of job contents 
emerging and obsolescent occupations; job content; information technology; 
forecasts. 
M. Merlini, "2001: odissea dei nuovi mestieri manuali", Politica ed Economia, 
n. 11, (1984) 
Analysis of foreign, in particular American, studies about new manual 
jobs. Hypothesis about the development of these jobs in Italy, 
particularly as regards work in factories 
manual work; job content; international comparisons; manufacturing; blue 
collar worker. 
R. Monducci, M. Scarfone, "Le nuove professioni in Italia", Fondazione 
Brondolini, Roma, (1985) 
Survey on the impact of technological progress and new production 
frameworks on professions and labours, founded on a comparison between the 
two last Population Censuses (1971-1981) 
statistical analysis; emerging and obsolescent occupations; technological 
change; population census. 
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C. Vandone, "Le trasformazioni delle categorie professionali nel mercato del 
lavoro", Industria e Sindacato, n. 37, (1984) 
Analysis of the main factors that characterize labour market. 
Elaboration of ISTAT data and comparison 1971-1981 among the different 
jobs 
labour market; occupation; job content; population census. 
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YOUTH EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROBLEMS 
AAW, "Apprendistato e contratti di formazione-lavoro", Economia, istruzione 
e formazione professionale, n. 15, (1981) 
Debate about the changing from apprenticeship to new patterns of work 
contracts ("contratti di formazione-lavoro") 
youth employment; apprenticeship; vocational training; training policy; 
labour contract. 
AAW, "Occupazione giovanile: effetti quantitativi della normativa recente", 
Rassegna di Statistiche del Lavoro, n. 1-2, (1985) 
Analysis of the effects brought about employment by the law n.79 25/3/1983 
that allows to stipulate "contratti di formazione-lavoro" and by the law 
n.863/84 on the job-training work contracts 
youth employment; labour legislation; vocational training; labour 
contract. 
A. Attanasio, "Mutamenti tecnologico-organizzativi, sistemi professionali e 
di formazione", Osservatorio sul mercato del lavoro e delle professioni, 
ISFOL,' n. 3, (1983) 
Synthesis of a research-work performed by ISFOL and RSO about the 
evolution of the professional system.and the emerging of new educational 
requirements in manufacturing firms involved in processes of 
transformation of work and of productive organization. 
Study of six business cases 
technological change; work organization; vocational training; training 
needs; innovation. 
S. Bruno, U. Lindeer, Youth employment policies in four european countries: a 
comparative evaluation study, Dipartimento di Scienze Economiche, Università 
di Roma La Sapienza 
The scope of the study is to survey and evaluate the youth employment 
policies adopted in the Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy and 
United Kingdom, providing an overall comparative appraisal of such 
policies 
youth employment; employment policies; international comparisons; youth 
unemployment. 
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Censcoop, Fondazione Agnelli, Cooperazione: rapporto sul cooperativismo 
giovanile, (1985) 
Analysis of the experiences of the cooperative-societies of young workers 
youth employment; cooperatives of young people. 
U. Colombino, D. Gambetta, F. Rondi, L'offerta di lavoro giovanile in 
Piemonte, Milano, F. Angeli, (1982) 
youth employment; youth labour supply; local labour market. 
L. Frey, Giovani e occupazione terziaria in Italia, Milano, F. Angeli 
Sample surveys performed in some Italian areas. New suggestions about 
motivations and attitudes of young people as regards employment in 
services, in trade, in Public Administration. 
Suggestions for a more organic policy of employment in Italy (i.e. 
development of training and employment schemes, etc.) 
youth employment; employment policy; vocational training; service 
industry. 
ISFOL, "Contratti di formazione-lavoro", Quaderni di formazione ISFOL, n. 
5-6, (1985) 
Survey of the development in iü84 of the contracts for training and 
employment (short term training contracts). 
The characteristics of the young workers hired through these contracts and 
the kinds of occupations mostly required are examined in a sample survey 
made among a hundred firm 
youth employment; employment policies; vocational training; new labour 
contracts; labour legislation. 
A.I. Pagano, Nuove professioni e fabbisogni formativi", in IRER-Progetto 
Milano, Tecnologia, professioni e città, II Conferenza Internazionale, 
Milano, F. Angeli, (1985) 
Suggestions about training and educational requirements for new jobs 
created by technological transformation 
technological changes; vocational training; educational needs; training 
needs; emerging occupations. 
200 
C. Tagliaferro, "Professionalità, formazione e innovazione tecnologica", 
Osservatorio sul mercato del lavoro e delle professioni, ISFOL, n. 5-6, 
(1983) 
Summary of a research work performed by ISFOL and ARPES about "The systems 
of constraints for the fulfillment of new technology agreements in 
manufacturing in presence of automation processes" with particular 
emphasis on training and skills 
technological change; vocational training; skill; computerization; 
manufacturing. 
Unione Industriale di Torino, L'utilizzo dei contratti di formazione-lavoro 
nell'industria torinese, Torino, (1985) 
Survey of the diffusion of the contracts for youth employment and training 
among the manufacturing firms of Turin's area 
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